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Developer, Debug Thyself Diomidis Spinellis

IT WAS A NEAR MISS.
The press portrayed Volkswagen as the corporate villain that manipulated its diesel engines' performance during emissions tests. Yet, we software professionals know that a developer ultimately implemented the code that detected when the tests were being conducted and changed the engine's behavior accordingly. On the next scandal our profession won't escape unscathed. As professionals, we're already on the hook for developing software that regularly leaks embarrassing amounts of personal data, allows the ourishing of illegal botnets that control millions of PCs, and has provided backdoors to government agencies. Clearly, we must deal more effectively with our professional responsibility.
Continuing business as usual isn't an option. Software increasingly affects our personal lives, the economy, society, and our planet. Software engineers are daily called to participate in tricky decisions at the crossroads between ethics and more narrowly de ned corporate interests. For example, consider a smartphone. Should it click when taking pictures, thereby alerting others that they're being photographed? (Mine doesn't when in silent mode.) What should it do when recording video? Should it raise the headphone audio to harmful levels? (Mine issues a warning but lets me override it.) Should it offer the option to record phone calls?
How should it handle its owner's personal data? Should the engineers' allegiance be to the phone's owner or the company's shareholders? Should the phone offer a backdoor to law enforcement authorities? Should that backdoor's existence be kept secret?
The questions we face are difcult and will become even more so. If you think it's easy to answer the questions I outlined because a smartphone's legal owner should have some clear rights, re ect on the case of the customers using "free" socialnetworking applications. Also keep in mind that these questions might be more dif cult to answer when a product or service is made available in totalitarian countries that regularly violate human rights. And the list of areas in which software plays a crucial role keeps growing. Apart from the well-known areas of transport, medical devices, and nuclear energy, consider that software in self-driving cars, wearables, entertainment, and the smart grid easily raises even thornier questions.
Any response dealing with software developers' professional responsibility should take into account the software's complete life cycle.
FROM THE EDITOR
Software increasingly affects our personal lives, the economy, society, and the planet.
Going back to the Volkswagen case, there were probably people who speci ed the requirement for the engine test manipulation, designed it, modeled it, constructed it, tested it, put it under con guration management, and passed it through quality assurance. Managers, development leads, and programmers allowed the mischief to happen.
The Problems of Regulation
If we don't act decisively and effectively through our professional organizations, such as the IEEE Computer Society and the ACM, governments will step in with thickets of regulation. This outcome will be catastrophic to our eld, ending a half century of magni cent innovation and growth that have provided countless bene ts to mankind.
Excessive government regulation of the rapidly evolving eld of software development will be destructive because the precise and rigid oversight of software products and processes will sti e innovation. This is already happening in many other industries, including the control of car emissions, in which targets are rigidly set through unrealistic test scenarios. Instead, some people have argued that environmental outcomes could be improved at a lower cost by addressing the problem systemically through the use of GPS and information technology to differentiate the engine parameters of cars driving in a congested city center from those of cars driving on a desert highway. These are optimizations that large and small IT companies, from Amazon to Zimbra, make daily as part of their business.
Under a tight regulation regime, we can easily imagine governments gumming up the global software industry by micromanaging product speci cations and auditable deliverables between development processes. In addition, in some countries, tight regulation will breed corruption, whereas other countries will use regulation to erect new trade barriers. All the while, these countries will lose their intellectual capital as software innovation moves to those with more enlightened regulation regimes.
Regulation will also likely be ineffectual. The huge amount of software available today, coupled with the practice of end-user programming and the fact that software is woven in thin air and thus dif cult to control, will leave any regulations that can be applied in practice too vague and full of loopholes.
Governments are trying to sidestep these problems by vertically regulating speci c industries, as is the case for medical devices. However, this is becoming more and more dif cult as software is increasingly interlinked into complex large systems of systems with uid, permeable boundaries. Consider an implanted pacemaker that a patient can monitor through a phone app and that a physician can ne-tune remotely. What will be regulated as medical software apart from the pacemaker's code? The tuning software? The rmware on the physician's broadband router? The patient's phone app? The phone's OS? Other apps on the phone? All these entities could be maliciously used to attack the pacemaker. And if you think that strict regulation is warranted because it's better to be safe than sorry, take into account the respected voices who now argue that overregulation of drug trials often hurts patients by delaying the use of life-saving medicines.
Better Alternatives
Instead of increased government meddling, a more effective and efcient approach would be a wellfunctioning regime of self-regulation. Professional bodies would set broad standards of professional conduct and practice related to software development, and developers would be bound to follow them and would be responsible for their actions. Governments would oversee the regime's monitoring and enforcement.
Getting such a system to work won't be trivial. Current regimes of accreditation, certi cation, and licensing 1 mus t be adjusted to cover all areas where intervention is needed. Standardization must be extended to cover any important gaps. Software professionals' education and training must be updated to deal with these changes. Codes of ethics and professional conduct must be better communicated and enforced through actions that will have teeth. Sadly, up to now, the reaction of professional Transparency can also help motivate compliance: organizations that are found to out the rules should be forced to release their software as open source. This would be a powerful deterrent, while providing the research community and professional societies with material we can use to improve our understanding of compliance monitoring and enforcement.
T he risks of misbehaving software have been with us for decades but are now becoming too ubiquitous to casually brush under the carpet. We must act now; otherwise, the next software scandal might take down software development as we know it.
